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When the committee of the whole on June 7 once more took
up the consideration of the second branch of the national legis-
lature, it was evident that the delegates were most of them
expecting die Senate, as they already called it, to restrain the
first branch, and therefore desiring it to be relatively independent
of popular opinion. Dickinson, moving that the members of the
second branch ought to be chosen by the "individual Legisla-
tures/9 gave two reasons for his motion. One was that this would
"more intimately connect the state governments with the na-
tional legislature" than would be possible if the people voted
directly for the senators. The other reason was that "lie wished
the Senate to consist of the most distinguished characters, dis-
tinguished for their rank in life and their weight of property, and
bearing as strong a likeness to the British House of Lords as
possible; and he thought such characters more likely to be se-
lected by the State Legislatures, than by any mode/* He thought
the Senate should be large in number rather than small, because
if it were small it could not "balance" the popular branch.
Sherman of Connecticut, seconding the motion, agreed that
this mode of election would promote harmony between the "two
Governments/' state and national. "He admitted that the two
ought to have separate and distinct jurisdictions, but they
ought to have a mutual interest in supporting each other.** Wilson
of Pennsylvania, dissenting from the motion, believed that both
branches of the national legislature ought to be elected by the
people, "If one branch of it should be chosen by the Legislatures
and the other by the people, the two branches will rest on dif-
ferent foundations, and dissentions will naturally arise between
them." He wished to see the Senate elected in districts formed
for that purpose such as he had in vain proposed for the election
of the executive. He moved to postpone Dickinson's motion and
vote first on his own. In this he was seconded by Convenient
Morris of Pennsylvania, who had that day not yet left the Con-
vention for his visit to New York.
Both motions remained before the house while the discussion
went on. Read of Delaware, who had now come to believe that
the states ought to be absorbed into one consolidated national
government, thought the state legislatures should nominate a

